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So well done is the text that one wishes the introduction might 
be cut to the scholarly discussion of the editions, the suggestive if 

not wholly convincing treatment of the probable date of the play, 
and the discussion of the sources, with a very condensed presentation 
of all else in it. In brief, the faults of this edition are the common 

defects of a thesis as contrasted with a well edited book. A little 

labor by Dr. Hathaway would make his edition of The Alchemist 

compact, even in quality, and as 
permanently valuable throughout 

as it now is in its text. 
Geo. P. Baker. 

Harvard University. 

Det norsk-islandske Skjaldesprog omtr. 800?1800. Finnur 

J?nsson. K?benhavn, 1901. Pp. 123. Udgivet af Sam 

fund til Udgivelse af gammel nordisk Litteratur. Bd. 28. 

Professor J?nsson's work is in the nature of a survey of Eddie 
and Scaldic forms and is intended as a contribution to a historical 

Norse-Islandic "Formenlehre." As it has been the author's aim 

to make it fairly exhaustive, the whole field of O. Norse-Icl. poetry 
being included, it will readily be seen that the work is of great 
importance both directly as a contribution to O. N. grammar and 

indirectly for the textual study of manuscripts. Chronologically 
the survey naturally falls into two parts : 1, the period before the 

beginning of the written literature?$00-1125 ; for which period 
Eddie and Scaldic lays form practically our only source ; 2, after 

1125, when we have these added to by other sources, especially is 
this the case with the period beginning about 1250 with its large 
number of mss. It is then more particularly for the first period 
that study of Scaldic forms is important, but also for the latter 

will they offer valuable supplementary material to the grammatical 
forms as drawn from the prose literature. The author has, however, 
not thought it necessary to present his material in two parts. Users 
of the book will perhaps sometimes find that at least a r?sum? of 
the earliest appearance and comparative frequency of forms would 

not have been undesirable. Nor has the author attempted to make 

any distinction between Norse and Icelandic lays, something that 
indeed was not necessary for the older period and difficult for 
the later. 
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Examples are cited illustrative of forms as they occur but where 
the examples 

are numerous from all periods only the number of 

occurrences are frequently given. The first 68 pages of the book 
are given to the substantive. The rest is subdivided under Adject 
ives, Pronouns, Numerals, Verbs, Adverbs, Negatives, Intensive 

Particles, Conjunctions, Prepositions. Among the facts specially 
noted in the reading I desire here only to cite a few under substan 

tives. 

Loss of Dat. ending i in a-stems is comparatively rare, as in men 

holfum hleif. Hav. 52, and occurs also in words with a short stem 

vowel, though more often in those with a long vowel. The loss of 

the ending was of course favored in compounds as at fr? konungdom, 

Sig. in, 14, and elsewhere and 18 times in compounds in -leikr, 

but in the great majority of cases here too the i remains. Three 

examples occur in the Scaldic lays of loss of Dat. i in stems in -ingr 
and -ungr (but see J?nsson, p. 14). As regards o-stems in -ing 

and -wig the material offered shows forms both with and without 

the Dat. u (contrary to Noreen, Gr. ? 311) : fy Iking, gisling, 

kerling, pining, reining, viking, \renning and sk ting occur regu 

larly only with u, but lypting, s ing and verj?ng occur with and 

without u, while erring, l kning and nisting are found only in the 

shorter form. Loss of u is not rare then but does not seem to have 

taken place extensively before the 11th and the 12th century. The 

word oo> (Wimmer ?-stem, Noreen a-stem) shows regularly the 

a-stem Dat. ?fti, never the shorter form, and Gen. ?'Sar except in 

Sn. E. i, 466 where it is ?fts. As a proper name (Mr has Gen. ??s. 

Skogr is also to be included here (cf. Noreen, but Kahle AltisL 

Elem. ? 267 as ?-stem). Dat. is skogi, Gen. nearly always skogar* 

Also dal belongs here, cf. O.E. d l, O.H.G. tal, neuter a-stems. 

The original Dat. remains in Harb. 18 and Ace. pi. in Vsp. 18, 

y rs i dala jalla. J-stem forms occur however early (as ydalir). 
The author does not think that -ir, -? plurals of the word were 

common before the 12th century, except in compounds where they 

occur as early 
as the 10th. Hvalr (Noreen, ?-stem) and Marr are 

both classed with a-stems (cf. O.E. mear h). Sia.fr is an a-stem as 

indicated by early occurrences as O.E. st f (but cf., Gothic stabim). 
J-stem forms appear very early however. Veg commonly has a 

stem forms, Dat. vegi, Gen. vegs, 17 times, but Gen. vegar is not 

rare. In the plural 
a- and li-stem forms occur side by side, vegar 
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and vegir, Ace. vega, 16 times, Ace. pi. vegu cited 6 times, which 

F. J. regards as belonging to the 13th century. Cf. the occurrences, 

Fjols. 47, Egilss. 29, and three times in S?larlj?ft, 18, 38 and 40. 

The usual irregularities in the forms of regin and megin are present, 
the later Nom. magn and the Dat. megn occur. The vowel o has 

come into the Gen. pi. in vogna, kindir, Hyndl. 35, but how early 
this took place we cannot tell for it is probably not original here, 
nor in Hav. 13, hroptr vogna. The forms of the ja- and the t-stems 

testify to early confusion here, as in the wa- and it-stems. The 

result was the almost complete disappearance of the ja-stems in 

O.N. which are so extensively represented in O. Swedish. Nx6r 

preserves the characteristics of theja-stems except in Dat. sing, where 

i is lost, and Gen. -jar occurs in Bors niftjar feltk b?bju, Egilss. 30. 
Herr has Dat. heri once, her 10 times, Gen. hers but more often 

herjar. B??r, a mase, in O.N. and originally a ja-stem (Goth. 
badi, O.H.G. betti, O.E. bed, neuter ja-stems) has an equal number 
of Dat.-Gen. ja- and i-stems, hence citations in Larssen's Ordf?rra 

det, where only Gen. bebjar is given, are incomplete. With the 

exception of these three words all other ja-stems have gone entirely 
over to the i-declension in the pi., though Gen. sing in s is common. 

Dat. i occurs 
only in herr and bef?r, leggr retains s in Gen. usually. 

Yggr has Gen. -s and jar 24 times each. Under the o-stems, the 
Dat. vondu occurs 7 or 8 times, plural in -ar in Hqfuftl. 7, vit bl?r? 

randar, otherwise always randir (36 times). PI. rendr, as a mono 

syllable stem occurs once in Kr?k. 9. Skef?ar as the regular pi. of 
skeift is found 11 times, the monosyllabic pi. sketiSr, 20 times. The 

word strond is in the main the same in its forms as rond and might, 
it seems, have been included under the o-stems, since it is of course 

originally 
an o-stem. Dat. strondu occurs 8 times, pi. strandir 6, 

the later strendr is not found. Spong, stong, and tong have gone 
entirely over to the t-declension in the plural. The n-stems : The 
late Ace. pi. ?sa of oss occurs in Sn. E. 2, 628. As regards sonr it 

is found with and without r in numerous places from Brage to the 
13th century, also in such combinations as hlaut Oddasonr awa, 
Sturl. 1, 15, but harm es Kv?rans son, Gunnl. 229, from which 
unstressed position of course the form without r 

originated. Among 
the mase, an-stems that preserve n in the Gen. the forms of gumi 

may be noted. In the plural the form with and those without n 
are developed throughout, except in the compound bru&gumi. The 
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Nom. gumnar with n from Gen. pi. is more common than gumar, 

appearing 14 times. Ace. pi. gumna is found 4 times, guma 3. 

Gumnom is the regular Dat. pi. cited 10 times throughout all periods, 
but gumum in Darra. 10. By the intrusion of the Gen. n a full 

declension in n forms resulted. The original forms without n per 

sisted, however, from which by analogy 
a new Gen. guma was 

formed, as ?verftr guma ferftir, Harms. 27 and 6 other examples, 
which form belongs to the 12th century. 

Monosyllabic stems : Dat. maf?r of m?&ir occurs once (ok mo%r 

]>inni, Vol. 27), as also dtietr. The regular Dat. of four is/eo> but 

foftur is cited in compounds 5 times, otherwise fqftr is the regular 
form in compounds in Nom.-Ace, /ooVs in Gen. Nom. sing.,/eo> 
occurs in Jonsfeftr Hnikars veftri, Sturl 1. 290, a form that becomes 

frequent in the Rimur. Under nd-stems the pi. b?endr is noted as 

the regular, only one certain example of b ndr having been found. 

In vissak fjandr at fundi, G. Surss. 65, the assonance furnishes 

proof of the pronunciation fjandr (not fiandr), however, this being 
the regular form. But in the Eddie poems the metre never requires 
the contracted forms. The author cites 78 nd-stems with plural in 

-endr. In the 13th century they assume the -ar, a- 
plurals of the 

a?i-stems as optveitandar leita, Nj. 1. 191. 

Students of Old Norse will be grateful to Professor J?nsson for 

his highly important contribution to O.N. grammar. An index 

would have enhanced the usefulness of the book. 

George T. Flom. 
University of Iowa, 

Sept. 16, 1903. 

Hugo Pipping, Gotl?ndska studier. Upsala, Akademiska bok 

handeln (C. J. Lundstr?m). 1901. IV + 136 pages + 2 

plates. 

The old dialect of the Swedish Island of Gotland occupies a 

peculiar position among the Scandinavian idioms. It is generally 
looked upon as a Swedish dialect ; but it differs more from the old 

language of Sweden (in the proper sense) than does for instance 
Old Swedish from Old Danish. The East Scandinavian branch of 
the old Scandinavian languages may therefore quite as well be 
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